Load Transfer On Bored Pile Foundation Instrumented With Fiber Optic And Concrete Quality Analysis
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1. Introduction

In the design process of a bored pile foundation, usually, the modulus elasticity of the concrete used will always be the same or constant in all loading conditions, which can be approximated by the equation $33w^{1.5}\sqrt{fc}$ psi[1] or other equations $4700\sqrt{fc}$[2]. When viewed from the two equations, the modulus of elasticity of concrete value solely depends and is influenced by the concrete's quality, which is symbolized by the value of $fc$. This study wants to examine the actual conditions in the field when the bored pile foundation is loaded, whether,
Indeed, the modulus of concrete is always the same. Another problem that often occurs is that the modulus of concrete is considered the same or homogeneous from the top to the bottom of the bored pile foundation. The process of working on a bored pile foundation brought in a field full of uncertainty and technical problems, so the construction method greatly affects the performance of the bored pile foundation [3][4]. One example of the problem is the contamination of the groundwater level, soil from drilling, and sediment deposits from the slurry at the bottom of the borehole which will be mixed with wet concrete when the casting process isn't done with the correct method [5][6] and as a result, when it was dry, contaminated concrete becomes defected and the quality changes; generally the changes that occur will not be the same from the top to the bottom of the bored pile foundation. The quality of concrete, in this case later, is described by its modulus of elasticity.

Damage to the pile will be difficult to check by directly looking at the physical form of the pile foundation because the foundation has been built below the ground level. However, we can overcome this by doing in situ empirical testing such as an axial static loading test on an instrumented bored pile [7][8][9][10]. The difference in the quality of the concrete can be read well by the fiber optic wire instrumentation, which is indicated by the strain of the concrete at the depth where the damage will change very drastically. The purpose of this study is to determine the modulus of elasticity of concrete on a bored pile foundation instrumented with fiber optic wire with a manual calculation based on strain data along with the pile during static loading test, which is validated with the results of research in the laboratory and numerical analysis using Plaxis 2D software.

2. Literature Review

Bored pile foundation is the type of deep foundation that is constructed in the field project directly. There are so many reasons for us to use bored pile foundation as our building foundation system are (1) the consistency of soil in the top is soft to medium soft, (2) there is an inclined workload, (3) bored pile foundation has the higher lateral capacity, and (4) bored pile foundation has the higher uplift capacity [5]. After the bored pile foundation is constructed, we must check the actual capacity of the pile, and the alternative we can do is a loading test. There are two types of loading tests, static and dynamic loading tests, but in this study, we use the static loading test data in the form of strain data and the bored pile during the loading test. To get the strain data, we usually install some instruments in the testing pile. In the past, we often use Vibrating Wire Strain Gauge (VWSG), but now we can use fiber optic wire to do this.
The use of fiber optic wire as instrumentation for a bored pile foundation is still very rare in Indonesia. Generally, a vibrating wire strain gauge (VWSG) planted on the foundation is used [11]. One of the main advantages of a fiber optic wire is that it can read the strain along with the pile continuously with a reading interval of only 4 cm, unlike the VWSG, which can only read at the depth at which the VWSG is installed. Therefore, fiber optic wires will be very sensitive and accurately detect when there is a change in strain in a segment of the foundation or other civil structures [12][13][14]. The fiber optic wire is installed on the reinforcing steel for the foundation of the bored pile with a loop system, which means that it is installed starting from the north side at the head of the pile, pulling it up to the pile leg then continuing to cross to the bottom of the south side and pulling up to the head of the pile (Side A-B in Figure 1); likewise mounted on the west and east sides (Side C-D in Figure 1). On very deep pile foundations, the use of fiber optic wires as instrumentation will be more efficient than VWSG because to produce a good strain reading along the pile requires a lot of VWSG to be installed [5], the process of reading the strain with a reading tool for fiber optic wire is also simpler. It can be seen in Figure 2 that the strain reading with a fiber optic wire is not much different from VWSG [15]. We can see in Figure 2, the value of $R^2$ is close to the value of 1, which means from the statistical view, the data that we compare in the chart is very close or similar to each other.

![Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1.** Illustration of Installation of Fiber Optic Wire in Bored Pile Foundation, (a) The Cross-Section of Bored Pile Foundation Instrumented with Fiber Optic Wire, (b) Rolled Fiber Optic Wire Before Installation, and (c) The Installation of Fiber Optic Wire on Bored Pile Reinforcement
There are two strain reading systems using fiber optic wire. The first is Brillouin Optical Time Domain Reflectometer/BOTDR, and the second is Brillouin Optical Time Domain Analysis/BOTDA [16][17][18]. The way it works with the BOTDR system is by firing light from one end of the wire, then due to strain and/or temperature changes, Brillouin scattering occurs where some of the light is scattered and returns to the laser source. The light spectrum analysis from Brillouin scattering will determine how much strain and/or temperature changes have occurred. Analyzing the time of the return of scattered light will get information on which strain occurs at which location.

The BOTDA system works by firing two opposite lights from either end of the fiber optic wire. Pulse wave light is fired from one end then propagates along the fiber optic wire. Simultaneously, continuous wave (CW) light is fired in the opposite direction, propagating along the fiber optic wire.

3. Research Method

This research is based on a case study of a high-rise building construction project in the Province of Jakarta, Indonesia. The data held is actual data measured directly from the field in pile displacement and distribution of strain along a pile measured by a fiber optic wire. A hand calculation was carried out from these data to find the modulus of elasticity of concrete in a pile in every segment and every loading stage. These calculations are then validated with the results of research in the laboratory and numerical analysis with Plaxis 2D software.

3.1 Hand Calculation to Find Modulus Elasticity of Concrete (From Actual Data)

The first step is to divide the pile into several segments according to the similarity of the strain characteristics, which the author justifies. The pile is divided into 12 segments, but
what is discussed in this research is Segment 3, Segment 4, Segment 5, and segment 11. Figure 3 shows the strain data along with the pile for each loading stage and the division of the pile into 12 segments. To calculate the modulus of elasticity of concrete, a simple equation is used for the relationship between strain and stress acting on the pile head from the static loading test, which is then transferred along the pile foundation. The compressive design strength of concrete is 30 MPa, the pile diameter is 1 m, the pile length is 42 m, the design load is 400 tons, and the static load test was conducted up to 260% from the design load.

![AXIAL STRAIN DISTRIBUTION](image)

*Source: Author’s Documentation*

**Figure 3.** Strain Along with the Bored Pile

### 3.2 Laboratory Testing

He made concrete cylinder samples with a diameter of 15 cm and a height of 30 cm with a compressive strength design of 30 MPa. On two sides of the concrete, installed a fiber optic wire was to measure the strain on the sample during axial load compression test using a manual testing machine which was carried out when the concrete was 28 days old [19]; installed on two sides to review the eccentricity of the load. The fiber optic wire is installed using epoxy glue to blend with the cylindrical concrete sample. The axial loading is carried out in stages every 3 tons until the concrete sample break. Fiber optic wire can read the strain on a cylindrical
Concrete sample every 4 cm so that the sample will get 7 points of strain reading.

![Installation of Fiber Optic Wire in Concrete Cylinders](Source: Author’s Documentation)

**Figure 4.** Installation of Fiber Optic Wire in Concrete Cylinders

![Strain Measurement of Concrete Cylinder during Axial Compression Load](Source: Author’s Documentation)

**Figure 5.** Strain Measurement of Concrete Cylinder during Axial Compression Load

### 3.3 Numerical Analysis Using 2D Plaxis Program

Modeling is carried out in finite element method based software because the finite element method can describe the behavior of soil and other structures when there is a change in stress and strain so that it can model the behavior of elements in more detail, especially those related to the stages of stress-strain change [20][21]. Plaxis 2D is one of the many software based on the finite element method.

In this study, modeling is made in Plaxis 2D to see the value of the modulus of elasticity of the concrete on the bored pile foundation when a load increment occurs during the static loading test. The Axysimmetry model with Mohr-Coulomb soil constitutive law is used, and undrained conditions of cohesive soils are modeled using the Undrained A model. The Undrained A model used effective shear strength parameters $c'$, $\phi'$ and effective stiffness parameters $E'_s$ dan $\nu'$. The type of material is undrained and analyzed in the context of effective stress, and groundwater levels are taken into account. Undrained A is suitable for modeling the condition of undrained soil in the finite element method because its effective stress influences soil behavior. In addition, Undrained A can better predict the amount of excess pore pressure.
and the increase in shear strength of the cohesive soils during the consolidation process [22][23]. Mohr-Coulomb soil constitutive law is well suitable for analyzing geotechnical structures [24][25][26]. Soil parameters are obtained with empirical correlation from N_{SPT} value and the result of geotechnical laboratory testing that we can see in Table 1. In Table 1, we can see that there are 11 layers of soil. In the first seven layers, the soil type is silty clay, with the N_{SPT} value varied from 3 to 7. At depth 29 m until the tip of the bored pile foundation, there is a very dense sand layer with an N_{SPT} value of 60, so this bored pile foundation theoretically must have very high tip resistance.

**Table 1.** Soil Parameters for Numerical Analysis in Plaxis 2D

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment</th>
<th>Depth [m]</th>
<th>Soil Type</th>
<th>N_{SPT}</th>
<th>S_u [kPa]</th>
<th>c' [kPa]</th>
<th>ϕ' [˚]</th>
<th>E_u [kPa]</th>
<th>E' [kPa]</th>
<th>k [cm/s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 - 3</td>
<td>Silty Clay CH</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>9600</td>
<td>6720</td>
<td>1.00E-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3 - 6</td>
<td>Silty Clay CH</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16800</td>
<td>11760</td>
<td>1.00E-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6 - 9</td>
<td>Silty Clay CH</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>5040</td>
<td>1.00E-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9 - 18</td>
<td>Silty Clay CH</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>5040</td>
<td>1.00E-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>18 - 22</td>
<td>Silty Clay CH</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24500</td>
<td>17150</td>
<td>1.00E-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>22 - 24</td>
<td>Silty Clay CH</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>49000</td>
<td>34300</td>
<td>8.00E-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>24 - 27</td>
<td>Silty Clay CH</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>35000</td>
<td>24500</td>
<td>8.00E-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>27 - 29</td>
<td>Clayey Silt</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>98000</td>
<td>68600</td>
<td>7.00E-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>29 - 44</td>
<td>Sand SM</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>60000</td>
<td>60000</td>
<td>1.00E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>44 - 52</td>
<td>Silty Clay CH</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>66000</td>
<td>46200</td>
<td>7.00E-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>52 - 60</td>
<td>Sand SM</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>60000</td>
<td>60000</td>
<td>1.00E-02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source: Author’s Documentation**

Before the concrete modulus of elasticity from numerical analysis with Plaxis 2D is used for validation, must calibrated the modeling in Plaxis first with actual data in the field, namely calibrated against pile displacement and strain distribution along with the pile when it is loaded. The strain distribution calibration is carried out in 3 loading stages, namely 200%, 200%, and 240% from the design pile-working load. The results can be seen in Figure 6 and Figure 7, which state that the modeling in Plaxis 2D is well calibrated as evidenced by the output that is very close to the actual data, both pile axial movement and strain that occurs along with the pile so that the concrete modulus of elasticity values which result from numerical analysis with Plaxis 2D software can be used to validate the results of hand calculations for concrete modulus of elasticity calculations along the bored pile foundation.
Figure 6. Comparison of Actual Load-Displacement Curve with Numerical Analysis Results Using Plaxis 2D Software

Source: Author’s Documentation

Figure 7. Comparison of Actual Strain Distribution Along with the Pile with Numerical Analysis Results Using Plaxis 2D Software

Source: Author’s Documentation
4. Results and Discussions

The manual calculation of the modulus of elasticity of concrete can be seen in Figure 8 and Figure 9. From these data, it appears that the modulus of elasticity of concrete on the pile foundation is not the same in each segment. The worst modulus of elasticity of concrete is found in Segment 11, where the modulus of elasticity of concrete can reach only 4000 MPa, this is very far from the initial segments or the modulus of elasticity of the design concrete which can be approximated by the equation $4700\sqrt{f_c}$ [2]. Using this approach, with the $f_c$ value of 30 MPa, then the magnitude of the modulus of elasticity of concrete theoretically amounted to 25700 MPa, whereas that occurs in Segment 11, the lowest is only about 4000 MPa. This means that the modulus of elasticity of concrete is only about 15% of the theoretical modulus calculated by the equation $4700\sqrt{f_c}$. There is a strong suspicion that the concrete in this segment has been contaminated by contaminants, which could be mud, water, or other contaminants.

Another thing that can obtained from these data is that the modulus of concrete is not the same or constant for each loading stage. As explained in the previous paragraph, the modulus value of concrete can be approximated by the equation $4700\sqrt{f_c}$. Its constant value does not change; however, based on hand calculation, the modulus value of concrete can be approximated changes with increasing strain. That means the modulus value also depends on the strain that occurs. This will be validated with laboratory test results and numerical analysis in the Plaxis 2D software.

![Figure 8](image-url)  
**Figure 8.** Actual Modulus of Elasticity - Axial Strain Curve Segment 3 and Segment 4
Data in Figure 10b is the raw data of the strain reading along the fiber optic wire to calculate the value of the concrete's modulus and the concrete cylinder samples. The method used is to divide the concrete cylinder samples into four small segments and then calculate each segment's modulus. The segments can be seen in Figure 10a. The modulus value can be calculated using Hooke's Law with the same stress value along the concrete cylinder samples originating from the load applied to the top of the sample. The strain value used is the strain in the middle of each segment.
From the data in Figure 11, the modulus value of concrete cylinder samples is not always the same, but the value changes with increasing axial strain in the concrete sample. Then the results of the fiber optic wire strain data analysis have been validated correctly from laboratory data. This contradicts the assumption often used, namely that the modulus value of concrete will always be the same, one approach often used is $4700\sqrt{f_c}$. With $f_c$ value used is 30 MPa, the modulus of the concrete samples should always be the same, which is equal to 25742 MPa. However, the fact is the modulus of elasticity of concrete is strain-dependent.

**Figure 11.** Modulus of Elasticity - Axial Strain Curve from Laboratory Testing

**Source:** Author’s Documentation

**Figure 12.** Comparison of the Modulus of Elasticity from Laboratory Testing with the Results of Empirical Equation $4700\sqrt{f_c}$

**Source:** Author’s Documentation
The black dotted line in Figure 12 is a linear value that does not change (it does not depend on the stress value in the concrete cylinder samples), resulting from the equation $4700\sqrt{f_c}$. The relationship line then penetrates this line between the modulus and axial strain in segment 2 and 3 obtained from laboratory testing. From there, it can be seen that the same modulus of elasticity of concrete value, or the $4700\sqrt{f_c}$ approaches is used, will be safe to use when the value that occurs in concrete is still relatively small. However, when the strain increases, the actual modulus value occurring in concrete - based on laboratory test data - becomes smaller than the initially assumed modulus elasticity of concrete value. This can be seen from the modulus-strain relationship curve that crosses the $4700\sqrt{f_c}$ line, so that it must be of greater concern when the strain that occurs in the concrete is getting bigger. What should be noted is that this is still happening on a laboratory scale; for its application in civil engineering projects, must consider several other things.

**Figure 13.** Comparison of the Actual Modulus of Elasticity (Fiber Optic) and from Numerical Analysis with 2D Plaxis

Based on the data in Figure 13, it can be seen that it is true that the modulus value of concrete changes with the increase in the value of strain on the concrete body. The modulus value used for numerical analysis is not much different from the modulus value calculated based on fiber optic wire data. In segment 11, the modulus value is also validated. The lowest is around 4000 MPa. When compared with modulus data from laboratory test results, at the same
strain, which is about 50 με, the modulus of concrete can reach 29.000 MPa. That means the modulus in Segment 11 and Segment 12 is reduced by more than 85%, or only about 15% remains.

In addition, the modulus values, which are not homogeneouseous along with the pile, and can even change very far, have also been validated by the results of numerical analysis with the Plaxis 2D program (Figure 7). It can be seen that the modulus value along the pile foundation is not always the same and tends to change. There is a strong suspicion that this is due to the construction method carried out in the field during the casting process, causing the concrete at a certain depth to become damaged because it has been contaminated.

5. Conclusion and Suggestion

5.1 Conclusion

1. The test results of the actual instrumented bored pile foundation loading (with fiber optic), laboratory test results, and numerical analysis results, consistently show that the determination of the modulus of elasticity of concrete with empirical equations with constant values is less precise.

2. The modulus of elasticity of concrete varies with the amount of normal strain that occurs. There is a tendency that the modulus of elasticity of concrete decreases with the increase in a normal strain.

3. The modulus value of concrete on the bored pile foundation is not homogeneous along with the pile. This can be due to the construction method and the amount of axial strain at each depth.

4. Based on laboratory test results, the $4700\sqrt{f^c}$ equation to calculate the modulus value is smaller than the actual modulus value when the strain that occurs in concrete is still relatively small. Meanwhile, if the strain gets bigger, the value will be lower than the actual modulus of elasticity value.

5.1 Suggestion

From this research, our suggestion is (1) fiber-optic wires are installed on the four sides of the concrete cylinder samples so that can measured changes in strain more precisely, and (2) it is necessary to consider the application of research results in the laboratory which states that the modulus value changes along with changes in strain in relation to the bored pile foundation design process.
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